Datasite for
Private Equity
Fundraise, acquire
and exit with ease

Work with the experts in M&A software.
Get outstanding returns using a simple yet robust digital platform. Choose a partner with a long history of working with Private
Equity firms – from boutique to the largest firms. And benefit from more than 50 years of industry experience. However you do your
deals, make them in Datasite.








Close fundraises, acquisitions and exits faster. Discover why
more than 78,000 PE users selected Datasite.
Manage restructurings and refinancings securely.
Get the support you need, with experienced project managers
available 24/7/365. In up to 18 languages.
Gain key insights about prospective LPs, portfolio company
users, and prospective buyers – everything you need to know,
right there.

Get the best support for
Private Equity – at any scale
Large Firms

Execute domestic and cross-border deals with confidence, with
ironclad security and global reach.

Middle Market

Get support for every type of financial transaction in the middle
market. Enjoy an enterprise-quality solution with premium service.

Recreated PMS

Boutique

Whether you’re a generalist or sector-specific firm, you’ll receive
the subject-matter expertise you need.

http://www.carlyle.com/

Discover Datasite:
success throughout
the PE lifecycle

Achieve your client’s objectives
Secure LP Commitments

Fundraise successfully and share important information
with LPs throughout the lifespan of the fund.

Expedite Acquisitions

Focus on deal-making, portfolio company initiatives and higher
investor returns. Datasite is your all-purpose launchpad, letting
PE professionals complete transactions with ease.

Quicken due diligence with targets, using advanced file
sharing, Q&A, information alerts and analytics.

Lower Exit Costs

Prepare for and speed up portfolio company exits, while
maintaining high levels of service and security.

How we help
Fundraising

Acquisition

Restructuring

File Sharing

Raise funds with
confidence. You
control the process.

Enjoy quick and
accurate due
diligence via
workflow and team
collaboration.

Focus on the best deal
with easy-yet-secure file
sharing among lenders
and deal team.

Support improvement
initiatives with
ongoing portfolio
company and deal
team file sharing.

Exit Preparation

Deal Marketing

Value Capture

Bring your deal to market
faster with AI-enabled
preparation.

Cultivate the most
interested buyers with
automated outreach and
analytics.

Spot high-interest
buyers for a successful
exit, with the help of
advanced Q&A and
analytics.

Prepare for exit success
Be deal-ready. Index and categorize deal documents quickly with specialist AI. Save countless hours
preparing documents for redaction. And get to diligence with buyers in a single click.
Bring your deal to market faster with first-class technology and commercial agility from Datasite.

Smart categories and AI indexing

Integrated redaction

Optimize your data room design in no time. Let
AI categorize deal documents and suggest
where files sit in the index. And simply hover over
documents to preview their content.

Redact quickly and go live with buyers faster using
auto-redaction. Then enable speedy unredaction
with exclusive buyers by tagging reasons (such as
privacy, strategic or commercial). Remove sensitive
information in no time and have your deal prepared
with GDPR/PII compliance.

Collaborate effectively
Prepare deal artifacts, such as the CIM and teaser,
and share among deal team prior to deal marketing.
Easily access the project inbox to collaborate on a
complete set of documents as you ready for buyer
due diligence.
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Restructuring

File Sharing

Exit Preparation

Deal Marketing

Value Capture

Streamline deal marketing
Take control of your deal marketing and make a real connection with potential buyers. Datasite Outreach gives you an
invaluable hub for all your projects. Enjoy efficient workflows, accurate and up-to-date information, and trouble-free setup.
Drive portfolio company exit marketing faster than ever with Datasite.

Organize buyer lists

Tailor and streamline outreach

Set up and manage a list of all buyers
and contacts, right in the platform.
Integrate this data with your own CRM.
And add new activities with a single
click. No more searching for email
addresses or contact details.

Save time emailing prospects. Create
bulk email drafts and add customized
watermarks for each buyer. Then download
and send via Microsoft Outlook. Reduce
errors with dynamic fields, automatic
addressing and other timesaving features.

Fundraising

Acquisition

Restructuring

File Sharing

Centralized buyer tracking

Proprietary Insights

Track buyer activity, analytics and
documentation all in one place. And maintain
a single source of truth to reduce the risk
that comes with using Excel trackers.

Track every potential buyer across every project,
through real-time data. Enabling you to better
understand buyer behavior and giving you a
new window into market dynamics.

Exit Preparation

Deal Marketing

Value Capture

Succeed with exits
Set-up your dataroom quickly and blaze through redaction to go live with buyers fast. Manage questions easily with Q&A.
Support decisions with robust analytics and reporting. Spot high-interest buyers and close successfully.
Spend more time with buyers and less time in the dataroom.

Get started faster

Upload and redact files intelligently

Categorize deal documents and set-up your
index quickly with the power of AI. Cascade user
and document permissions in real time or bulkschedule. Control subject-matter expert input.
Copy and paste email addresses, select roles
and choose a language. It’s that simple.

Prepare documents in more than 200 formats,
including Office and PDF files. Redact words,
phrases and images. And protect them all with
ironclad security. Automatically draft redactions
and tag them with reasons for quick unredaction.
Then find exactly what you need with OCR and
search in 14 languages.

Gain key deal insights with analytics

Respond fast to buyer Q&A

Set up categories, teams and workflows, quickly and
easily. Create questions online or import from Excel.
Stay up to date with the highly visual Q&A dashboard,
and reply in thread mode, linking documents. Then
export data to Excel for reporting and compliance.

Stay on top of your deal with an intelligent dashboard. Drill
down and discover how long users spend with each page.
And customize your visualization to show what’s important
to you. Then you can focus efforts on high-interest buyers.
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Streamline fundraising
Easily share essential documents with prospective investors and LPs. Measure key document readership to gauge investor
engagement. Streamline investor information flow while you focus on investor relationships.
Fundraise with confidence and stay in control with Datasite.

Organize LP and
prospective investor lists
Support IR relationship building with LP/
prospective investor contact information.
Collaborate effectively among IR team
members, advisors and placement agencies.

Keep LPs informed

LP reporting extends naturally from the
fundraising process. Automatically alert LPs as
regular reporting and future ad-hoc file sharing
appears. And keep your deal team informed
about LP readership during the life of the fund
with comprehensive analytics.

Ensure fundraising stays on track

Tailor investor outreach

Gain insights to support your LP/prospective investor
discussions. Measure them against key milestones for
readership, file downloads and even Q&A activity. Then
track who received fund marketing documents, and when,
using advanced analytics. You can even receive prompts for
additional outreach where needed.

Master premarketing, fund marketing and ongoing
LP reporting. Create email copy and add customized
watermarks. Then add this to term sheets, PPMs,
pitchbooks, LPAs and other fund documents. And
rest assured that all outreach activities are logged for
compliance and reporting.
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Acquire with confidence
Buy-side due diligence can feel very fragmented. Pulling together spreadsheet trackers, emailing findings to the deal team,
and organizing files in a document repository. There is a lot that can fall through the cracks leading to wasted time.
Datasite Acquire brings it all under one platform. Saving you effort and helping achieve better process visibility.

Due diligence your way

Sharpen deal team oversight

Create the index you want sellers to follow.
Load deal files fast. And receive alerts when
new documents become available. Then
transfer important files to your private data
room with a single click.

Keep the entire deal team in the loop, with
all project information in one place. Track
milestones, and receive instant updates
on your process. Alert users when new
documents are available. And identify
who’s mentioned them in comments.

Embedded Trackers

Streamlined Findings

Keep track of every aspect of your buy-side
project in one place with trackers. Create
and permission as many trackers as needed
including task lists, document request lists
and due diligence checklists.
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Whether you are working on a platform
acquisition, roll-up strategy, or other opportunity
Datasite enables you to keep all findings in one
place. Link those findings to any relevant deal
documents, and allow permissioned user to
collaborate on sensitive topics.

Restructure with foresight
Manage content easily. Share information securely with restructuring/refinancing
lenders, advisors and your deal team. Datasite simplifies processes and secures your
sensitive data, so you can negotiate the best deal for your portfolio company.
Datasite: trusted by the world’s restructuring and bankruptcy community for more
than 25 years.
Experience industry-leading functionality,
tailored for PE professionals.


Receive support
whenever you need it
Gain access to a dedicated
project manager, who will
help you from project setup to
close of deal.

Fundraising

Acquisition

Restructuring







Full spectrum | Take control of debt financing, bankruptcy, NPL,
divestitures and carve-outs, liquidation, turnaround and more.
Restructure-ready | Save time with auto-categorization,
integrated redaction, OCR search and document previews.
Efficient refinancing and debt-for-equity exchanges | Impress
lenders with easy-to-use processes and professional service.
Streamlined oversight | Easily engage stakeholders with
progressive permissioning, document access logs, Q&A and
detailed analytics.
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Organize portfolio company artifacts
Ensure speed, security and accuracy when managing file sharing between portfolio companies and deal teams. Spend less
time chasing financial and operational information, and more time deal-making.
Focus on improvement initiatives, while Datasite streamlines portfolio company reporting.

Secure all your PE file sharing with Datasite.
Speed | Set-up file sharing in minutes. Permission portfolio company users quickly. Upload files and search in no time.
Security | ISO/IEC 27001, SOC 2 Type II, on-shore hosting and PII/GDPR compliant. EMEA hosting available.
Expertise | Decades of experience, supporting more than 9,000 projects a year.
Simplicity | Drag and drop uploads. Then permission users in three clicks.
Service | Dedicated experts. 24/7/365 support. 18 languages. Three rings or fewer.
Modern Architecture | SaaS-based app. Microservices architecture. Mobile support.
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Achieve new levels of
performance with Datasite
Global presence

Get the subject-matter expertise you need, where you need it. We do
business in more than 170 countries.

Service and support

Access support, fast. Call or email us 24/7/365 and get help in up to 18
languages – more than any other premium VDR provider.

Security and compliance

Protect your data with Datasite. Our best-in-class security is supported by
international data centers. Naturally, we’re GDPR and CCPA compliant, too.
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